
The 1983 Nobel prize in physics has 
been awarded to Subrahmanyan Chan- 
drasekhar (University of Chicago) "for 
his theoretical studies of the physical 
processes of importance to the struc- 
ture and evblution of the stars" and to 
William A. Fowler (Galtech) "for his 
theoretical and experimental studies of 
the nuclear reactions of importance in 
the formation of the chemical elements 
in the Universe." The two men shared 
the prize (worth about $190 000 this 
year) equally.. 

Chandrasekhar. The announcement 
from the Swedish Academy says that 
"Chandrasekhar's work deals with a 
large number of features in stellar 
evolution. A major contribution is the 
study of the stability problem in differ- 
ent phases of the evolution. In recent 
years he has studied relativistic effects, 
which become of importance because of 
the extreme conditions arising during 
the later stages of stellar evolution. 
Chandrasekhar" possibly best-known 
achievement, accomplished when he 
was in his 2Qs, is the study of the 
sltmcture of white dwarfs. Although 
many of these invwtigations are of 
older dates, they have through the 
great progress of astronomy and space 
research in recent years gained re- 
newed interest." 
When it was realized in the early 

19% that whitedwarf stars had mean 
densities in the range 108-106 grn/cm3, 
Eddi.n@on pointed out a curious para- 
dox concerning matter at  high tern- 
pemture attaining such densities. The 
paradox, as Ralph Howard Fowler for- 
mulated it b 1926, i s  this; 

The: *liar material, in the white- 
d ~ &  state, will have radiated so 
mulch energy that it has less emr- 
g;p than the m e  matter in nanaal 
~km3 qmndecl at the absolute 

of hpera tu re .  If part of it 
moved from the star and 

~JM p m u m  W e n  off, what oodd 
it do? 
l[n 1926 Fowler resolved the pamd~x 

h hrma of the F ~ ~ - D i r a c ,  stathkica 
&t hi3 k n  discovered a fm m m t b  

lTxBkk axplain& tai 
ira mxm1utiaa of 3Ed&giton's 

oar-M in ~1Ir~wiag that the: 

matter in the interior of whiledwarf 
stars must be highly degenerate in the 
sense that all the available parts of the 
phase space, with momentap lw than 
a certain "threshold" vdue p,-the 
Fermi threshold-are occupied consis- 
tently with the Pau l  exclusion princi- 
ple, that is, with two electrons per 
"cell'bf volume h9 of the six-dimen- 
sional phase space. On this lsurnption 
Fowler showed that the kinetic energy 
per unit volume associated with the 
degenerate electron gas must vary with 
the density p as p5/3, and that this 
kinetic energy is much greater than the 
electrostatic energy* Ev, per unit vol- 
ume of an assembly of atoms, ionized 
down to bare nuclei. 

On Fowler's premises, Chandrasek- 
har told us, he showed in 1931 that the 
whitedwarf eonfigurations must be 
polytropes of index 3/2 (a pIytrope is 
stellar material in equi'fibrium under 
its own gravity, abeying a general 
equation of state P = f;@" " '" where P 
is pressure and n is the plytropic 
index); because of this behavior, one 
has the relation 

where Ro and Ma denote the radius 
and mass of the Sun and p, the m a n  
molecular weight per electron. 

For a mass equal to the solar mass 
and pe = 2, this relation predicts 
R = 1.26 x 10-* Ra and a mean density 
of 7.0 x 105 gmJmS, C h a n d r w M  
told us, These values a m  p&ly of 
the order of the radii and m a n  demi- 
ties enczounkrd in white-dwarf ;starsl 
Accordiag to the &play egrratian 
above, the raci.iw.3 of the wMWw;arf 
star is invemliy proportional to the 
cube-mt of the mass* I3fxELm of w 

fktwh~ld eni?r@~#& at the mnkm of the 
dwe3~"atcr- h3gi.n tx, bm v@lm 
i t jef3 00 le f;a that of f&bt aa3 the 
 mas^ ia-. Thw men for a degea- 
f?.r&kk&W@fsalm mm<~&pF1,=12') 

the central density; (which is about six 
times the mean density) is 4 . 1 9 ~  106 
gm/cm" this density corresponds to a 
threshold momentum p, = 1.29 mc and 
a velocity that is 0.63~. Consequently, 
the equation of state must be modified 
to take into amount. the effects of 
special relativity. And when the ef- 
fects of special mlativity are taken into 
account, he showed t b t ,  in the ex- 
treme relativistic limit, the pressure 
varies a t  f". While the modification 
of the equation of state required by the 
special theory of relativity appears 
hannless enough, CTtBandr~tscskhar ex- 
plained, it has a dramatic effect on the 
predicted mass-radius relation for de- 
generate configurations: There is an 
upper limit to the m86s (1+4 Ma far 
p, = 2) that can be supported by elec- 
tron pressure. 

ChandraseWlar obtained these re- 
sults in the summer of 1930 during his 
voyage to England to begin graduate 
work at Trinity College, Cambridge; 
the results were publialzd in 1931.~9~ 
(Be received his bchelor's degrw in 
1930 from Presidency College, Madras 
'University, and hia PhD fmrn Cam- 
bridge in 2933.3 In 19% he gave a 
complete theory eskblhm the same 
rmults ia terms of an exact theory. 
Eddington imrn&tety realized Wat 
the existence of thh upper limit tr, the 
aam of the white dwarfs implied that 
"unless accidents intervene to aave the 
B-" black holes, as we now call 
them, mu& form, fn fact., at %he 
meeting of the Royd ~ m n o m i c a l  
Society in January 11935, after the 
prtsenbtiw af h d m M %  pa- 
per* Eddingtm stated 

The star hm to go on r&ag and 
radiating, and COD aad con- 
t p a  until, I I it g.ets 
down to a few km radius, when 
gmvity beromw strong wough to 
bid in the m&tion, and tibe star 
l ~an  at fEnd pe~ace. 

But he added, . I t f f@lt driven ta the ~~5.el&xm 
that W wm a t 2 m d  a d a c t i o  ad 
aligurdum c# the r d a G M c  ~WF?XI- 
e m  fomda. V&QW aocibb 

k m e  la WW"@ the 
mare pm-aon &&XI @at. 



1 t l t . r : ; .  s]lciuld be n law of 
' ; r .  : , : ; r n . c * ~ t . l " , t  c2 stdr from 

t . , .: ,r:; i:l t hi, absurd way! 
2;. - \ .  .:-t i s f  Eddington's supreme au- 

z hririty, the astronomical community 
u at; slow in arcepting Chandrasekhar's 
principal conclusion (as he stated it in 
1934 s: 

The Iife history of a star of small 
mass must be essentially different 
frsnr the life history of a star of 
large mass. For a star of small 
mass the natural white-dwarf 
stage is an initial step towards 
complete extinction. A star of 
larg~ mass cannot pass into the 
whitedutarf stage and one is left 
speculating on other possibilities. 
Last year Chandrasekhar summar- 

ized his controversy with Eddington in 
one of the Eddington Centenary Lec- 
tures that he gave in Cambridge: 

, . .*It is pertinent to ask what the 
present status of Eddington's con- 
victions with regard to this matter 
are. The simple and direct answer 
is that they are not accepted. This 
is not the occasion and there is not 
the time either to describe how the 
existence of the limiting mass is CHANDRASEKHAR 
inextricably woven into the pres- 
ent fabric of astronomical tapestry effects intervenes in the evolution of 
with its complex designs of stellar very massive stars even when the radii 
evolution, af nuclear burning in are 1 0 0  or more times the Schwarzs- 
the bighdensity cores of certain child radius, and the second of these 
stars, and gravitational collapse effects seems to limit the periods of 
leading to the supernova pheno- rotation of pulsars, Chandrasekhar 
menon and the formation of neu- told us. 
tran stars of nearly the same mass While the citation for the Nobel 
and of black holes. All these are award appears to single out Chandra- 
discernible even to the most casual sekhar's very early work and two 
ok rve r ,  For my part I shall onSy pieces of later work done during the 
say that I find it  hard to under- 1960s, his main scientific output has 
stand why Eddington, who was one been in other areas. As he has written 
af the earliest and staunchest s u p  in his biographical note for the Nobel 
porters of the general theory of Foundation, 
relativity, should have found the After the early preparatory 
conclusion that black holes may years, my scientific work has fol- 
f ~ m  during the natural course of lowed a certain pattern motivated, 
the evolution of the stars, so unac- principally, by a quest after per- 
cffiptable, spectives. In practice, this quest 
CiZLandrmMar told us that in the has consisted in my choosing (after 

citatdon for tbe Nobel award, the refer- some trials and tribulations) a 
w e  b hia reeent '+studies on relativist- certain area which appears amena- 
~G *W which b ~ ~ e  of importance ble to cultivation and compatible 
haitme of eWeme conditions arising with my taste, abilities, and tern- 
4- %@ la* shges of stellar evolu- perament. And when after some 
tian" b hi d b ~ ~ ! r ~  of hi.0 types of years of study, I feel that I have 
i-Gum h 1964 and 1970) that accumulated a sufficient bodv of 
arise from the effects of general relativ- 
ity, and which have no counterparts in 
the Newtonian framework. They are 
W oihtional instabilities of spherical 
&am that arise even when the Newto- 
nian criterion for stability is satisfied, 
p w I d M  the radius of the star is less 
than 8 certain determinate multiple of 
tb Schwaruchild radius of the star:' 
C secular ircstabilities of rotating stars 
derived from the emission of gravita- 
rionsl riisliur !an by non-axisymmetric 
,m&t.li t~t'  ~~~cillation,' The first of these 

knowledge and achieved a view of 
my own, I have the urge to present 
my point of view, ab initio, in a 
ooherent account with order, form, 
and structure, 
There have been seven such 

periods in my life: stellar struc- 
ture, including the theory of white 
dwarfs (1?42%39); stellar dynamics, 
including the %eory of Brownian 
rnption (1938-43); %he theory of 
radiative transfer, including the 
theory of stellar atmospheres and 

the theory of the Rayleigh-Bhnard 
convection (1952-61); the equilibri- 
um and the stability of ellipsoidal 
figures of equilibrium, partly in 
collaboration with Norman R. Le- 
bovitz (1961-68); the general the- 
ory of relativity and relativistic 
astrophysics (1962-71); and the 
mathematical theory of black 
holes (1974-83). The monographs 
which resulted from these several 
periods are: 

b An Introduction to the Study of 
Stellar Structure (1939, University of 
Chicago Press; reprinted by Dover, 
1967). 
b Principles of Stellar Qynamics (1943, 
University of Chicago Press; reprinted 
by Dover, 1960). "Stochastic Problems 
in Physics and Astronomy," Reviews of 
Modern Physics 15, 1 (1943); reprinted 
in Selected Papers on Noise and Sto- 
chastic k e s s e s  by Nelson Wax, Do- 
ver, 1954. 
b Radiative Transfer (1950, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford; reprinted by Dover, 
1960). 
b Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic 
Stability (1961, Clarendon Press, Ox- 
ford; reprinted by Dover, 19811). 
b ~ i l i ~ ~ o i d a l  ~ i b r e s  of Equilibrium 
(1968; Yale University Press). 
b The Mathematical Theory of Black 
Holes (1983, Clarendon Press, Oxford). 

Fowler, after receiving his bachelor's 
from Ohio State in 1933, did his gradu- 
ate work in nuclear physics in the 
Kellogg Radiation Lab at Caltech un- 
der Charles C. Lauritsen, whom Fowler 
describes as "the greatest influence in 
my life." After receiving his PhD in 
1936, Fowler stayed on a t  Caltech, 
c~ntinuing his nuclear-physics experi- 
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Atter \Torid \Tar II ,  Chdries Laurlt- 
.en. his .;on, Thomas, and FUH ler decid- 
ed ahtat the Keilogg Lab would continue 
to ivork in lowenergy "classical" nu- 
clear phq-sics. The lab would have a 
unique ernphsis on what they called 
"nuclear astrophysics"-those nuclear 
reactions that occur in stars. Fowler 
recently told us, "I've made it my life's 
work to take experimental data pro- 
duced in Kellogg or other nuclear 
laboratories and turn it into thermonu- 
clear reaction rates in stars. It's kind 
of a service to the astrophysics commu- 
nity, to make sure the nuclear physics 
part is right, to a t  least remove one 
uncertainty." 

In 1939 Hans Bethe a t  Cornell and 
Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker in Ber- 
lin independently suggested that hy- 
drogen could be converted into helium 
in stars by a catall-tic process involving 
the isotopes of carbon and nitrogen, 
which they called the CN cycle. Start- 
ing with radiative capture of protons by 
C", the net result is the conversion of 
four protons into an  alpha particle, two 
positrons and two neutrinos, plus an- 
other C1' nucleus to start the process 
over. Much later two more cyclic 
reactions involving oxygen isotopes 
were found, so that  the cycle is now 
called the CNO tricycle. Bethe and 
Charles Critchfield suggested another 
process, the proton-proton chain, to 
convert hydrogen directly into helium. 
This pp chain is now known to domi- 
nate in the Sun, and the CNO tricycle 
is the dominant process in stars some- 
what hotter than the Sun. In any case, 
Fowler recalls, it was quite clear in 
1939 that  to apply nuclear physics to 
astronomy, detailed and accurate mea- 
surements of nuclear reaction rates 
were needed. At the time the CN cycle 
was proposed, Fowler and the Laurit- 
sens were bombarding the new isotopes 
of carbon and nitrogen with protons in 
the lab. In the late 1940s and early 
1950s, Fowler and his collaborators 
were measuring cross sections and 
reaction rates for the light elements. 

Hydrogen burning in stars produces 
helium. Once hydrogen is exhausted, 
what happens to the helium? Even 
though energy generation stops a t  the 
center of a star, gravitational forces 
cause contraction and compression, 
thus raising the temperature. Fowler 
recalls that  in the early 1950s the big 
question was: How does helium burn? 

h f o r c  World War If Hans Staub and 
JYilliam Stephens had confirmed in 
Kellogg that  there wns no stable nu- 
cleus nt mass 5. At Kelfogg, after the 
war, Alvin Tollestrup, Charles Laurit- 
sen and Fowler conErmed that  there 
Q-S no stable nucleus a t  mass 8, that  
1349 broke up t3s fast as they could make 
it. Recalling that period to us, Fowler 
mid that  these mass gaps spelled the 

doom of Ceor4e G~rno:t.'s idea that  iill ,icd i96. - 5 .. . nuclei heav: r than  helium t~l\iId be ?.fei;r~avt>~Te E .  -6lt.r j.,ir: -:. . . . + . I  . .i- 

built by adding one neutron dt  J t i m e  in bright in Cam'ar.:?;;e P6-i -.-#-> ,:: 1 h,3t/ 
the Big Bang. begun 3 collabor.i:ion w i t h  iii-rj i t .  and 

iVhile at the Kellogg Lab in the ivith Margaret and CeofF'rit;; Surbidge, 
summer of 1951, Edtriin Salpeter of By the time the Ss;ess-Crey pdper 
Cornell found a way that helium might appeared, all three tt ere in rvsidence in 
burn even though Be' is unstable. He Pasadena tc-ith Fowler. Eventurslly the 
showed that a small equilibrium con- Burbidges, Hoyle a n d  Fowler tr_i;e~her 
centration of unstable BeY will rabiati- developed a curnprehensive theory of 
vely capture a third alpha particle to nucleosynthesis in stars sf a11 of the 
form C" and release a substantial eilernents a n d  their isotopes. One key 
amount of energy. He proposed that  step, Fowler recalls, was the recogni- 
3 He4 -+ CIL is the nuclear source of tion that the abundance of the nuclear. 
energy in red-giant stars. species beyond iron showed that  the 

Fowler told us that Fred Woyle (then major synthesis in this region involved 
a t  Cambridge) came to Caltech for the the successive capture of neutrons. 
first time in 1953 and announced there "This was quite natural since charged- 
had to be a resonance in the reaction particle reactions with the heavier 
Be5 + He" C'" i y at  an interaction nuclei became very infrequent because 
energy near 0.3 MeV, corresponding to of the relatively high Coulomb sepu1- 
an excited state in C" a t  7.68 MeV sions involved. In addition, Jesse 
excitation. He hadobtained this result Greenstein and A. G. JV. Cameron 
from his idea that  elements beyond independently pointed out that neu- 
hydrogen are produced in stars and in trons became available in helium burn- 
particular that We", C" and 016 are ing through the C" T He4 - Ole ;. n 
produced in red @ants. His predicted reaction, the C1%aving been produced 
resonance was needed (among other previously in the CS cyc!e." Cameron 
reasons) to make the production ratios recalls that  he had taken his cue from 
agree with the abundance ratios of the discovery of technetium Eby P. NT. 
helium, carbon and oxygen in the solar hlerrill in 1952k in evolving red giants. 
system and other stars. Succumbing to Finding observable quantities of this  
Hoyle's insistence, Ward Whaling, unstable element in stars suggested 
some of his grad students and postdocs that element synthesis by neutron cap- 
looked for the state in the reaction ture was occurring. 
N14 + d -+ C12 + He4 and found it at  Fowler recalls, ''The neutron capture 
almost exactly the excitation energy story took some unraveling since two 
predicted by Hoyle. processes are invohved-ane in which 

Although the state was then estab the neutrons are captured slowly com- 
lished, could it in fact be formed from pared to the intervening beta decays, 
three alpha particles? The two Laurit- called the s (f0rsslsw.l;) process; and one 
sens, Charles Cuok and Fowler pro- in which the neutrons are captured 
d u c d  the excited state in the radioac- rapidly, called the r (for rapid) process. 
tive decay of 312 and showed i t  broke up The s process could account for the 
into three alpha particles as well as abundance peaks described by Suess 
decaying into the  ground state of C'? and d rey  a t  A = 90, 138 and 208 and 
Thus, Fowler recalls, "on very general the r process for those at  80, 138 and 
physical grounds we knew C12 could be 190. 
formed from three alpha particles and = In 1956 the Caltech collaboration 
take part in the  nuclear transforma- produced a short paper in Science 
tion of helium into stable C'! Helium followed by a Rev. ,5iad. Phys. paper (in 
burning did indeed occur and was 19571, now known as BVFH for Marga- 
sufficient ta warm the hearts of red- ret Burbidge, Geoffrey Bmrbidge, taiil- 
giant stars." lliarn Fowler and Fred Hoyle."his 

In l956 Hans Sues  and Harold Urey classic paper describes the synthesis of 
published a paper on element abun- all naturally occurring nuclear species, 
dances based on data from the Earth, by a series of prweses taking place in 
meteorites, the Sun and other stars [in successive generations of stars; with 
Reviews of Modern .P)r3sics 28, 53 this approach they could account far 
(1956)l. They adjusted element abun- the observed abrandnnccs of elements 
dances to make isotopic abundances and nuclides, The pp chain converts 
from one element to the next vary hydrugen into helium, then He4 is 
smoothly because neutron capture re- converted to CL'; S U C C ~ S S ~ V ~  charged- 
actions were known to vary in a regular particfe prmesses continue the syntke- 
way. That table was a powerful tool for sis up to the p a u p  of nuclei around 
isolating the types of nuclear reactions FeM. The iron group nuclei served as 
that could occur in various stellar for the s and r processes. S h e  
environments. S u e s  and Urey showed paper also descsiE*d a p prwcss to 
that  a t  three places in a plot sf sbun- account for the proton-rick1 side. 'r!r 
dance of heavy elemen& versus atonsic neutrondeficient elera~adrar+; csF tile 
mass there were double peaks, refzitive ley of stnl~iliiky, As strras evwive, t k i h a ;  

to the nearby re@on--at mass 90, 140 return sornle of the mattes tcj i r l t e : ' ~ + t h  :. 



lar space, either gradually the way the 
Sun does, or suddenly the way a nova or 
supernova does; eventually the matter 
is incorporated into other stars, which 
then convert hydrogen to helium 
through catalytic processes such as the 
CN cycle, producing other isotopes of 
elements from carbon through sodium. 

Meanwhile, Cameron, working inde- 
pendently at Chalk River, also ana- 
lyzed the Slzess-Urey abundances to 
find a similar set of nuclear processes 
and associated astrophysical environ- 
ments. [Cameron published his results 
as a Chalk River report in 1957 and 
then in the Proceedings of the Astro- 
nomical Society of the Pacific 69, 201 
(1957)l. 
The Swedish Academy announce- 

ment says that this complete theory of 
the formation of the chemical elements 
in  the Universe "is still the basis of our 
knowledge in this field, and the most 
recent progress in nuclear physics and 
space research has further confirmed 
its correctness." The announcement 
cites Fowler's extensive work on the 
experimental study of nuclear reac- 
tions of astrophysical interest as well as 
his theoretical calculations. 

Fowler told us, "I'm very fortunate 
the Nobel prize can be given for team 
work. I consider i t  to be an award to 
the Kellogg Radiation Lab." He cited 
his collaborators--Charles A. Barnes 
and Ralph Kavanagh, and earlier, 
Ward Whaling and Thomas Tombrello, 
Still enthusiastic about nuclear astro- 
physics, Fowler feels this is one of the 
most exciting times. "The whole buga- 
boo is that  we have to measure nano- 
barn cross sections and then extrapo- 
late by many orders of magnitude" to 
the much lower energies in stars. For 
example the effective energy at which 
the reaction C12(a,y)016 takes place 
in a red giant is about 0.3 MeV. But lab 
measurements have only gone down to 
1.4 MeV, where the  cross section is one 
nanobarn. Extrapolating to 0.3 MeV, 
however, the cross section drops to 
about lov8 nanobarn. 

After the B2FH paper, Fowler contin- 
ued measuring nuclear reactions with 
the Kellogg electrostatic accelerators 
and encouraged other experimenters 
elsewhere. Fowler and his collabora- 
tors in  the last two decades have 
written a series of papers fitting experi- 
mental data and developing analytical 

expressions for reaction rates that c,,:, 
be used by theoretical astrophysicistz. 

Around 1964 Fowler started emph:i- 
sizing theoretical astrophysics, work- 
ing on gravitational collapse,, quasars 
and supernovas. His most recent work 
has been on electron and neutrino 
capture during the collapse of super- 
nova cores. Fowler told us he intends 
to remain active until they carry him 
out. He complained about preparing a 
Nobel lecture because it prevented him 
from completing two papers he is work- 
ing on currently. "I want to see as 
many problems solved in my lifetime as 
possible because I prefer not to go into 
the afterworld and learn the answers 
by private communication." --GBL 
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